
OVERVIEW

We purchased our home November 2012. It was in nearly original condition from when 
it was built in 1976. It underwent an extensive remodel from December 2012 – March 
2013. Nearly every area of the home was touched. The main living area was redesigned 
to provide an open concept living, dining and kitchen area. The original kitchen was very 
small with low ceilings. A doorway led into an equally small dining area. The sunken living 
room and fireplace area floors, circa the 1970’s, added further to the cut up design of 
the home. Our new remodel design included raising the dropped floors to a single level 
throughout the home, removing the wall separating the kitchen and dining area, removing 
the dropped ceiling in the kitchen and opening up the wall separating the kitchen and 
great room. This open concept provided more natural light, more functionality and an 
entertainment delight for friends and family.

FLOORING

The redesigned living space was covered with a wide plank European White Oak 
engineered hardwood floor. The wood flooring extends to the hallway area leading to 
the bedrooms. The living room floor features a luxurious carpeted inlay that defines that 
space as well as added comfort. The same high end carpeting is used in the bedroom 
areas of the home. All of the carpeting is laid over top grade 8-pound density, moisture 
barrier carpet padding The main bathroom floor is covered with tumbled granite flooring 
laid in a Versailles pattern while the master bath area and laundry room feature beautiful 
ceramic tile.

WALLS/CEILINGS/CLOSETS

Every wall and ceiling in the home, including the closets, were retextured with an old 
world “imperfect smooth” finish by one individual. The walls were then primed, sealed 
and painted to give the home a luxurious, updated feel. The finished product is consistent 
throughout the home and added a subtle touch of elegance to our home. New crown 
molding, new baseboard and door moldings adorn almost every room in the home. 
Bedroom closets were professionally outfitted with customer closet organizer systems to 
make efficient use of these spaces.
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KITCHEN

The kitchen features a unique peninsula design that boasts two seating areas where 
guests can converse with each other while taking in views of the beautiful side yard. The 
kitchen boasts top of the line Omega Dynasty brand alder wood cabinetry that feature 
wood interiors, soft close hinges, under cabinet lighting, a large pantry cabinet with 
pull out shelving, recycle drawer, and a Lazy Susan. Luxurious granite counter tops are 
complimented with a tumbled marble subway tile backsplash. A stainless steel farm sink 
is set into a furniture style cabinet and includes a garbage disposal and a reverse osmosis 
filtering system that feeds a separate instant hot or cold faucet. The peninsula area 
features a separate stainless steel prep sink with a garbage disposal. Both sinks feature 
high end Waterstone brand faucets and accessories that are guaranteed for life. Kitchen 
Aid brand professional appliances include combination dual convection/microwave upper 
and a large convection oven lower, a 6-burner range top, a 50-bottle under counter wine 
storage unit and a French Door counter depth refrigerator.

FIREPLACE ROOM

The adjoining fireplace sitting area features a traditional mantel and a remotely controlled 
gas-fired insert that includes a thermostat feature as well as flame and blower control. 
Halogen lighting with dimmer controls, crown molding, granite hearth and surround, and 
hardwood flooring make this conversational sitting area cozy and inviting, yet an integral 
part of the main living area.

BATHROOMS

The main bathroom, which was cut up with a full wall separating the tub and toilet area, 
was redesigned by incorporating a half wall that provided a more spacious feeling. 
Bellmont brand quarter-sawn oak cabinetry with soft close hinges and wood interior 
provide a beautiful contrast to the granite counter top. Tumbled marble flooring laid in a 
Versailles pattern, Jerusalem Gold honed granite counter top and matching granite tile 
surround in the shower/tub area and crown molding add a subtle richness to this area. All 
new plumbing fixtures including American Standard sink, toilet and tub and Moen faucets 
complete the design. The tub and shower area is enclosed with 3/8” frameless glass with 
a hinged door. 

The large en suite master bath incorporates a large counter area with two sinks. The 
cabinetry is Bellmont brand alder wood with soft close hinges and wood interior. The 
countertop is a beautiful honed, leather look granite. The tub and shower area feature 
ceramic tile surrounds with matching ceramic tile flooring. All new Moen faucets, lighting 
and towel accessories and new American Standard sinks and toilet completed the design.



LAUNDRY ROOM AND HALLWAY

The laundry room was reconfigured to open the hallway area. This allowed installation of 
custom Omega Dynasty brand cabinetry with overhead cabinets, pantry cabinet and base 
cabinets with two large drawers. Honed, leather look granite countertop and LED lighting 
provides a functional, yet luxurious storage area.

The laundry room was tiled in large 20”x20” ceramic tiles set in a diamond pattern. A 
deep, porcelain Kohler laundry sink with a tall arched, single control faucet was set in a 
spacious cabinet with a stunning granite countertop. New washer hookups replaced the 
old hookups and a new heating vent was added. White Bellmont brand overhead cabinets 
and crown molding make this laundry room both functional and beautiful.

GARAGE

The exposed walls of the spacious 3-car garage were covered with new wall board and 
fully insulated. Likewise, wall board was added to the open ceiling trusses and insulated 
as well. With the existing insulated garage doors, the garage is no longer open to the 
temperature swings of our hot summers and chilly winters. The floors were professionally 
epoxy painted and coated with a durable polyurethane finish. Large, shelved wall cabinets 
were added for storage. Automatic garage door openers and LED lighting complete this 
large, functional garage space.

HOME COMFORT AND ENERGY EFFICIENT FEATURES

All window covering in the home were replaced with shutters that feature invisible tilt 
control and the capability to open the top and bottom half independently. The home was 
reinsulated to add to the existing insulation that had settled over the years. In addition, 
all new lighting is LED and existing canned lighting was upgraded to LED. Nearly every 
lighting switch has dimmer controls. Bulbs in the foyer and dining room chandeliers 
are LED as well as the exterior lighting. A new high efficiency Carrier HVAC system was 
installed along with a new gas water heater that will provide years of maintenance free 
operation. In addition, a new electrical panel was installed and a new telecom panel that 
feeds internet/cable/phone to multiple rooms in the home.

LANDSCAPING

The entire yard space of this home was completely replaced. All existing trees, plants, 
grass and hardscape were removed and we started from scratch. 

The backyard, completed in 2013, features a beautiful retaining wall and a large 
maintenance free cement patio with brick accents and stairs that provide access to the 
upper planting area. There are two gazebos, one for a cooking area and one for an 



eating area. Both provide the ability to entertain andcook while being protected from 
the elements. Cement walkways with brick accents lead around both sides of the home 
to gates that open to the front. A storage area for garbage cans and storage sheds is 
enclosed with gates for easy access. All new con heart grade A redwood fencing on 4” x 
6” pressure treated posts was added to the entire perimeter of the yard.

The front yard was recently completed in 2015 with a maintenance free design as well. It 
incorporates a beautiful dry creek, lined with large boulders and stone. A natural granite 
stone bridge crosses to a stone patio covered by an attractive arbor. The porch surface 
was finished with thick, natural slate pavers and has a beautiful sitting area with a remote 
controlled fan. All new pathways and driveway were installed with slate paver accents 
to match the porch. The landscape lighting in the front yard consists of a high end FX 
Luminaire lighting system that allows individual control of both intensity and color of every 
light fixture, which are all energy efficient LED fixtures. Colors themes for seasons and 
holidays are easily set up and controlled via a cell phone app and provide a beautiful light 
display at night.

Both the front and back landscape are on drip systems with automatic timer controls. 
All areas of the yard feature drought resistant plants and color throughout the year. Our 
yard was featured on the 2017 Clayton Gardens Tour and our home on the 2015 Clayton 
Christmas Tour.


